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Handler and Dog must be able to perform the following:

1. Load & Unload  .  Handler will need to demonstrate a controlled load and unload safely on 
command.  Handler will be asked to reach back into the vehicle after they have unloaded the 
dog, dog must not move from where they have been positioned.

2. Vesting Dog  .  Handler will be asked to maintain control of the dog while they get the dog 
vested up.

3. Approaching & Entering  .  Handler and dog must walk at a relative heel position, dog should 
stop beside handler for traffic

4. Sit & Down on Command  .  Handler will have 2 chances to give the command, handler must 
not require the use of extreme verbal or physical correction IOT get the dog to perform.

5. Stay  .  Handler will perform this command while remaining in sight of the dog for 90 seconds, 
and again while out of sight of the dog for 60 seconds.  Handler will have 2 chances and must 
not require extreme verbal or physical correction.

6. Recall  .  Handler will perform a recall from 6 ft away on-leash and 10 ft away off-leash. 
Handler will have 2 chances and must not require extreme verbal or physical correction.

7. Navigating as a Team  .  Team must demonstrate their ability to navigate through tight aisles, 
corners & crowds.  The dog should remain at a relative heel position and turn with the handler
with ease.  Team must demonstrate their ability to adjust speed accordingly.  Dog is expected to
speed up and slow down with their handler without a lot of encouragement.  

8. Distraction Response (child)  .   Examiner will enlist the assistance of a child (w/ permission of 
parent) to approach the team, Dog is expected to maintain focus on the handler and should not
react or solicit attention until handler releases dog to allow the child to pet him/her.
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9. Distraction Response (dog)  .  Examiner will enlist the assistance of another handler with a 

strange dog to walk past the team being tested.  Dog may look at but is expected to maintain 
focus on the handler.

10. Startle Response  .  Examiner will drop an object behind the team IOT test the dogs noise 
startle response.  Dog is allowed to startle slightly but should not overreact to the noise.  Dog 
should recover quickly and not continue to show stress/anxiety.

11. Dropped Leash  .  Handler will be instructed to drop their leash leaving it dragging for 20 
paces.  Dog should remain at the relative heel position and under control.  Handler must 
regain leash control, they may use the dog retrieval ability or they may stop to pick the leash 
up.

12.  Separation of Handler.  Examiner will enlist the assistance of another patron for this portion.
Handler will pass the leash over to the stranger and walk away out of sight of the dog for 1 
minute.  Dog should not show signs of separation anxiety.

13.  Food Setting.  Examiner and Team will sit down for a meal, handler must demonstrate their 
understanding of how to position their dog to ensure he will not cause obstruction to others.  
Dog must not beg for food or be fed at the table.  Handler must demonstrate their 
understanding of service dog etiquette in a restaurant.

14.  Navagating elevators/stairs/escalaors/etc.  Team will be asked to demonstrate their ability to 
safely navigate stairs, elevator, escalator and moving walkways (exceptions apply based on 
physical limitaions).

15.  Traffic.  Team will be tested on their ability to cross traffic, dog must not display fear of the 
sounds of traffic.

16.  Services/Tasks.  Team will be tested on the tasks trained, handler must be able to show a 
comprehensive knowledge/understanding of how to upkeep the training for these tasks.  MK9C
requires a minimum of 3 tasks to qualify as a service dog.
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